MSR 22” Denali Classic Snowshoes

General Description
This snowshoe is a durable, full-traction snowshoe that comes equipped with steel traction bars for grip, making them great for flat and rolling terrain. Lightweight and stable, these can traverse side slopes and icy terrain, as well as trek uphill and downhill. Their modular design allows the snowshoes to adapt to match the flotation demands of different pack loads and changing conditions.

Features
- Unideck injection-molded decks
- Heel stabilizers
- Steel crampons for positive traction
- Molded braking bars
- No-hassle binding
- Will fit both snowboarding boots and hiking boots
Specifications

- Size: 22” x 8”
- Weight: 3lbs 10oz
- Max Recommended Load w/gear: 90-275lbs
- Unisex

Instructions for Use/Setting Up

Slide shoe into the center of the snowshoe, in the middle of the bindings on the snowshoe. Adjust the fit using the bindings, then secure the heel strap to ensure the snowshoe is completely attached.

This video may also provide further guidance: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z7XgwtD56Pk.

Reviews*

“Good traction, good floatation and great stability.”
“They take me anywhere I want to go on the snow confidently.”
“What I like in particular is how well the decks repel snow when in deep powder.”

*See https://www.rei.com/product/690363/msr-denali-classic-snowshoes for complete reviews

To Rent:

To rent this piece of equipment, please go to this webpage: https://www.unlv.edu/campusrec/outdoor-adventures. Scroll to the bottom of the page, and fill out the reservation form. Fill the form out after it is downloaded, or it will not save your information. Email the completed reservation form to srwc.oa@unlv.edu. Make sure to review the rental policies before signing the form. If you have questions about the rental policies or the equipment itself, please email us at srwc.oa@unlv.edu or call us at 702-774-7130.